The Guide to Better Print
Management in Healthcare
The Top 5 Issues for IT Admins in Healthcare and How to Solve Them
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About Tricerat

Tricerat has been delivering superior print management in virtual environments for over
20 years. Originally created for printing in Citrix in 1997, Tricerat has grown significantly.
We now service over 10,000 customers worldwide, with a majority of those in the
healthcare industry. Designed for the unique challenges that IT Administrators face,
Tricerat is the expert on enterprise print management for healthcare.
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Part I

Top 5 Printing
Problems in
Healthcare
The most common issues for IT Admins in healthcare, with implementable
solutions and problem solving.
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Introduction
IT administrators have a lot to juggle within any industry, but healthcare
requirements add a definitive complexity, and with complexity often comes
challenge. Administrators must keep up with strict security protocols, while
at the same time managing a diverse set of user needs. Users are always on
the move, be it from room to room, floor to floor, building to building, or
campus to campus. Managing printing is notoriously time consuming and
difficult in any environment, but the added needs for healthcare make it a fulltime job.
The good news is that it doesn’t have to be. A print management solution can
take care of all the major issues IT admins face, effectively taking printing off
the to-do list entirely.

According to HIPAA Journal, 15% of all reported HIPAA
breaches are due to errors when printing – that is 1 out of
7.*
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Issue #1

Supporting Users on
the Move
In a hospital or other large healthcare facility environment, staff frequently
log in to client computers from different rooms, floors, buildings, or
campuses. In a clinical environment, doctors and nurses may be working in a
different building on different days of the week. In some cases, you will have
remote offices that are connecting in to your infrastructure. As common as
these scenarios are, VDI is still lacking in printing functionality to support
them. Users struggle with accessing and selecting the right printers for their
locations, and Admins have to deal with hours and hours of management. The
solution for both Admins and users to earn back wasted time is proximity
printing functionality.

The Solution – Proximity Printing
By using proximity-based printing, Administrators can assign printers based
on client name or IP address. This ensures the right printer shows up for the
right workstation, regardless of who is logging in. From a user perspective, no
matter where they are, they always have access to the right printers. This
reduces wasted time for both users and Admins, allowing for better daily
workflows and higher productivity.
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Issue #2

How to Manage Printing
in a Hybrid Environment
Managing printing in a hybrid environment is an issue for many industries, but
the problem is especially prevalent in healthcare. To find a technology that
deploys and delivers all user applications is rare or impossible for most
healthcare organizations. Most companies find it necessary to deploy several
platforms and technologies to enable the users in their business.
Healthcare organizations often face a complex array of delivery methods for
all the different types of specialized work they require. These include
Microsoft RDS or Citrix XenApp servers, virtual desktops, physical desktops,
thin clients, EMR/EHR back-end printing, and more. For Administrators,
these options all pose individual challenges, and managing multiple can be
quite a hurdle. Different systems also pose potential confusion and
frustration for end users. The solution for printing and scanning is to utilize
one complete management tool, regardless of the environment.
The Solution – A Single Management Tool for All Environments
Organizations can drastically simplify deployments and streamline support
by having a single tool that administers printing, regardless of application
delivery method. End users benefit from having access to the right printer at
all times, and by having a single common printing method.
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Issue #3

Support remote users from
clinics and satellite offices
It's common for most organizations to run their virtual desktops in data
centers located at the primary office. For these centrally located
environments, printers are relatively easy to connect to because they are on
the local network. For home users or satellite offices though, it’s difficult for
Administrators to connect printers from separate networks to the VDI
systems running in the datacenter. If the admin is in full control of both
networks, it’s a bit easier, but oftentimes these external networks are only
lightly managed, or not managed at all, so mapping over to those printers is
difficult.

The Solution – Incorporate remote printers and print servers for
satellite offices
To alleviate these issues, administrators need to be able to map local printers
into the user session or have the option to deliver a print server to the
remote network, without needing to do additional configuration. Tricerat
software supports different network configurations and allows
administrators to have that flexibility.
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Issue #4

How to Deliver Printing
to Mobile Devices
Mobiles devices are becoming more and more common in all industries, but
printing from mobile devices is something that is often overlooked. Printing is
often limited and disjointed from the rest of the enterprise print management
strategy. In healthcare facilities, mobile devices are a must-have. Care
providers need to be able to input and access data from different rooms,
floors, and buildings, but IT admins face a lot of difficulty when it comes to
managing those devices and allowing them access to the right printers.
The Solution – Embrace a Mobile-Friendly Print Solution
The key to allowing users to print from mobile devices and ensure HIPAA
compliancy is by guaranteeing access to the right printer, and to embrace a
solution that allows mobile printing and device management. With Tricerat’s
solution, mobile printing access is built right in. Administrators can manage
their organization’s mobile printing needs within the Tricerat console. Users
can print from any Android app that supports printing, and any iOS app that
supports the “share” action. By streamlining this process, healthcare
organizations allow their staff to resume their daily workflows in the most
efficient and simplest way possible.
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Issue #5

Ensure Your Environment
is HIPAA Compliant
HIPAA is a concern for every healthcare organization, as security and
compliance issues often come up as top priorities for IT management. In
2019, HIPAA fines reached over $15,000,000, and, according to the HIPAA
Journal, they are predicted to reach over $4 billion dollars in 2020. That
would make 2020 a record-breaking year for HIPAA violations.
The challenging part for Admins is to make the right printers available for
users, while maintaining secure printing strategies. When users only have
access to one printer, the correct printer, it drastically reduces the chances of
printing to the wrong location, leaving sensitive information out in the open.
Users should only be allowed to access the printer they want to use, which
may vary by floor, wing, location, and more. This printers should also support
secure printing methods, like PIN code or badge release printing.

The Solution – Your Print Strategy Should Support Secure Systems
A printing tool that can comprehensively manage printing across the
environment gives administrators a first line of defense to combat potential
HIPAA violations. With a centralized console, Tricerat makes it easy to assign
the right printers to the right users, allowing them access to certain printers
from certain locations.
Additionally, for added security, print software should support security
measures such as PIN code printing or badge release. These features may be
advanced print features offered through printer devices or may be through a
third-party solution. Regardless of what platform these features exist on, the
right print management solution should layer right on top, giving admins the
highest level of protection possible.
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Part II

How to Achieve
a Better Print
Environment
Pain-points aside, there is other functionality that administrators need in
order to improve and simplify the enterprise print management experience.
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Simplify Your Print
Environment with Tricerat
Tricerat software helps healthcare organizations in a multitude of ways. Our
goal is to simplify the way companies manage enterprise printing. By offering
print delivery with Admin control and greater user flexibility, Tricerat gives
healthcare organizations the best possible experience for end user
computing.
•

Single Management Console

•

Environment Agnostic

•

Access to Advanced Print Features

•

Printer Agnostic

•

Mobile Printing

•

Eliminate Scripting and GPOs

•

Simplified User Experience

•

User Self-Service Options
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How It Works
Methods of Printing
Healthcare Admins need to manage a variety of different printing methods.
In many environments, print servers are already deployed and a solution that
leverages these print servers is the first step in print management. Existing
queues can be transitioned into the managed environment and Admins can
immediately take advantage of the improved management efficiency and
performance.
Another method of printing is directly to a network printer without a print
server. Administrators may be looking to decommission print servers,
manage printing in a location without a print server, or optimize network
traffic from workstations. In these scenarios, administrators still require a
driver management solution, and a printer assignment method that can work
together with print server printers for a unified delivery to the user. Finally,
when users are connecting to virtual desktops from remote locations, local
printers need to seamlessly connect to the remote application and work in
conjunction with other network printers assigned to the user.
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Functionality
Adapting to the Unique Needs of Healthcare
Tricerat software offers the most robust functionality for printing and
scanning in enterprise environments. Healthcare environments have specific
requirements, such as the need for streamlined management, user access to
advanced print features of printers, proximity printing, user self-service
options, and granular assignment control.

1. Streamlined Management
Tricerat’s printing solution
provides a single management
tool that show the resulting set of
print policies quickly and simply.
On the one side are the Objects;
the items that are allowed to be
administered in our solution and
what can be delivered out to an
end user. All available devices are
listed and ready to be
administered within the
environment. On the other side
are the different owners that can
be assigned these printers.
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Functionality
2. Proximity Printing
Proximity printing is a feature that allows Admins to assign printers based on
certain criteria. The criteria can be IP ranges or groupings, naming
convention based on floor or device functionality, Active Directory, or with
“Hardware ID” for zero or thin clients not on an Active Directory-enabled
device. This functionality gives IT managers direct control over what printers
users are accessing.

3. User Self-Service Tools
If an Administrator doesn’t need
complete control over all printer
assignments, they can allow users
to assign themselves printers
based on locations on a map or
floorplan. Instead of having
printer sharing at a print server
level, the administrator can turn
that off and opt for for directed
sharing or a unicast of a device to
a group, a user, an OU, or any
level of Active Directory. When
users log on, they just see the
printers they want to use.
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Functionality
4. Access to All Advanced Print Features
The issue with a lot of print management software is that they restrict access
to advanced print features from the native print driver. By virtualizing the
manufacturer’s printer driver, Tricerat’s printing solution delivers all
advanced print features regardless of environment - a Citrix host, VDI
workstation, a traditional fat client, or a hybrid deployment.
Secure pin print, badge release, and PIN code release are advanced features
that are required by most healthcare organizations for HIPAA compliance. If
a user needs to put in their 4- to 10-digit code or needs to scan their badge at
the printer to release the print job, Tricerat’s print solution virtualizes that
capability into the terminal environment. All other advanced print features
would remain available as well, such as stapling, collating, duplexing, and
more. Tricerat’s solution delivers high functionality, without having to install
a driver anywhere other than the print server itself.
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Get Started With Tricerat
With a demonstrated track record of success and simplification, now
is the time to get started with Tricerat software.
See how you can drastically improve your daily operations, boost
productivity, decrease time spent managing printing, and improve overall
user satisfaction.

Get a Demo

www.tricerat.com
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